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Effective AMR surveillance requires reliable data from different sectors
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This, in turn, needs multiple data systems to exchange information, which can be a challenge.

Illustrative data flow in a surveillance programme

In-country AMR surveillance programme

- Clinics in relevant programmes
- Labs in relevant programmes
- Field level entities in relevant programmes
- Labs in relevant programmes
- Field level entities in retail food sector
- Labs testing retail food isolates

Challenges in aggregating AMR related data

- No reusable technical solution or service available for interconnecting data systems
- Connecting in-country data systems directly to surveillance databases is resource intensive
- This form of interconnection also increases the security risk of the entire data system network
The One Health surveillance data management system plans to leverage technological solutions to address these challenges.

In-country AMR surveillance programme

- Interoperability middleware
  - Clinics in relevant programmes
  - Labs in relevant programmes
  - Field level entities in relevant programmes
  - Labs in relevant programmes
  - Field level entities in retail food sector
  - Labs testing retail food isolates
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General design of a One Health surveillance solution
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## Middleware components that have completed the development phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHONET data connector</th>
<th>Diagnostic device data connectors</th>
<th>DHIS2 integration</th>
<th>ODK functionality</th>
<th>Alert functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This is a software component that collects data from WHONET and routes it (in near real-time) to the middleware layer</td>
<td>• These connectors collect diagnostic results (and optional demographic data) from diagnostic devices and route them to the middleware</td>
<td>• A tight integration of DHIS2 with the middleware layer, supporting automatic integration of input data sources into DHIS2 has been completed</td>
<td>• The middleware layer is integrated with ODK (Open Data Kit) to provide a method to easily build data collection apps that feed data into the middleware layer</td>
<td>• User configured messages triggered by input data can be sent via the middleware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>